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U.S. Navy Expands CH-53K® Training With Additional Simulators
Full-mission flight simulators provide safe, cost-effective pilot training in virtual environment

ORLANDO, Fla., August 17, 2022 – The United States Marines will gain additional training opportunities preparing them to operate the Sikorsky CH-
53K heavy lift helicopter. The aircraft is the  most modern and powerful helicopter in Department of Defense inventory capable of moving troops and
equipment from ship to shore, and to higher altitude terrain, more quickly and effectively than ever before.

Lockheed Martin (NYSE: LMT) will provide an additional Containerized Flight Training Device (CFTD) to the U.S. Navy with options for three more
under the terms of a recent contract award. This follows up on the success of the first training device delivered in 2020 to Marine Corps Air Station
(MCAS) New River in Jacksonville, North Carolina.

“Marine pilots have smoothly transitioned from the training device to the actual CH-53K’s fly-by-wire cockpit and completed missions in the fleet
environment - such as air-to-air refueling” said Flash Kinloch, Lockheed Martin, vice president of Training and Simulation Solutions. “Training in this
highly immersive virtual environment permits flight crews to train the full scope of tasks that can be performed on the aircraft in a safe, cost
effective and realistic manner.”

Flight crews will train on the full scope of Marine Corps heavy lift missions, including external lift operations, using the full-mission flight simulator
that also replicates the various environmental conditions in which the aircraft is likely to fly. Through this new effort, Lockheed Martin is helping the
Marine Corps expand proven and critical CH-53K Flight Training with training capability to more Marines.

The training devices include a full cockpit for the aircraft operated by a pilot and co-pilot, an instructor operating station as well as a brief/debrief
room. The newest training devices will include upgrades that improve system performance, increase cost savings, and more closely align to the CH-
53K aircraft for increased training realism.

CH-53K Flight Crews Complete Milestones

The Marine Corps achieved Initial Operational Capability (IOC) for the CH-53K in April following a successful test period that resulted in over 3,000
mishap free hours flown in challenging environments and terrain.

The CH-53K CFTD provided the capability to train mission scenarios which were then completed during Initial Operational Test & Evaluation (IOT&E).



They include:

Day and night air-to-air refueling

Air-to-air refueling with 27,000 lb. external load

Sea trials with over 350 landings

Operation in Degraded Visual Environments

For additional information, visit our webpages: www.lockheedmartin.com/training and www.lockheedmartin.com/ch53k.

About Lockheed Martin
Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed Martin Corporation is a global security and aerospace company that employs approximately
114,000 people worldwide and is principally engaged in the research, design, development, manufacture, integration and sustainment of advanced
technology systems, products, and services.
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